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Parsing Chinese language with CCG is very difficult because the architecture and assumptions of CCG do not fit well with facts from Chinese. Based on the concept of “realization” proposed by Zhu Dexi (1920–1992), this study sheds light on the discrepancy between CCG and Chinese syntax and puts forward a refined schema for Chinese compositionality. The discussion is supported by the data of Chinese CCG bank (CASS). Furthermore, by activating a function-based category setting and a noun/verb disambiguating tagging mechanism, we develop a rule-based mini-Chinese CCG parser without deep learning. The new NVN parser surpasses existing Chinese CCG parser C&C in parsing effect (LF 85.9 vs. LF 74.6) on a partial PCTB6.0 test set of 500 sentences.

1. Introduction

Combinatory categorial grammar is a mildly context-sensitive grammar formalism that links syntactic derivation with semantic composition in the closest possible relation [1, 2]. Through the development of efficient and accurate broad-coverage parsers [3–5], CCG has become one of the most widely used grammar-based formalisms in the field of computational linguistics. However, few works on Chinese CCG parsing could be found. There is only one attempt to train CCG parsers on Chinese CCG bank so far [6] possibly because of the not-so-well-understood nature of Chinese syntax.

In order to identify the challenges of Chinese CCG parsing, Tse and Curran manipulate parser architecture and annotation decisions of fixed corpus, discovering that collapsing categorial distinctions in Chinese CCG banks, like bare/nonbare NP and NP/localizer, can yield less ambiguous corpora and thus increase parsing accuracy [6]. Nevertheless, major challenges of Chinese parsing in general [7, 8], noun/verb ambiguity and argument-drop (We adopt “argument-drop” in present work, rather than “pro-drop” in [6–8] because we do not want to make any commitment in generative sense that the dropped arguments are agreeing pronouns or NPs. Chinese has no agreement, and it allows arguments in almost all positions to be dropped. The dropped arguments are more likely to be the topics.) in particular, still linger. What is worth noting is that the parsing ambiguities invoke arbitrary label-rewriting choices in CCG derivations (as the NP is rewritten into S/S in Figure 1).

In Figure 1, the NP category of the topicalized constituent does not coincide with its syntactic function of a sentential premodifier (S/S), thus enforcing a category conversion manifested by unary phrase structure rule NP → S/S. Resorting to such unary rules is an effective way to prevent overgenerations caused by form-function distinctions [9], a phenomenon distinctive and substantial to Chinese CCG parsing.

Man and Zou calculate the rules used in Chinese CCG Bank (CASS) (https://www.ccgbank.net/), uncovering a surprisingly high percentage of unary rules that even outnumbers the three sets of compositional rules (composition, type-raising, and substitution) in total [10]. Though it is not unfamiliar that form-function-distinction-caused
tagging errors are major challenges in Chinese parsing [6–8], no one has explored the reasons behind.

Based on Zhu’s idea of “realization” [11] essential to comprehending form-function distinctions in Chinese, this paper endeavors to explore the niche that CCG and Chinese syntax assume on surface structure, hopefully shedding light on the nature of Chinese-English parsing gap. It then proposes a rule-based CCG parser that integrates a noun/verb disambiguating tagging mechanism and a syntactic-function-based category setting, enabling a higher LF score at 85.9. The new parser surpasses C&C parser (74.6) that uses supertagger [6], with the potentiality to significantly save the cost of supertagger training.

2. Combinatory Categorial Grammar

A CCG is a deductive system that contains two components: its categorial lexicon and a set of combinatory rules.

2.1. Two Components. The categorial lexicon defines lexical items of the language into triplets in the form of σ:φ:λ, where σ is the phonological form, φ is the syntactic categories, and λ its semantic formula, as shown in (1):

(1) John |- NP: j'; go to the Arctic|- S\NP: λx.go_arctic(x) eats |- (S\NP)/NP: λxλy.eat'xy apples |- NP: a'

The categories in CCG are either atomic (for example, NP for noun phrase and S for sentence) or functional (for example, S\NP for intransitive verb and (S\NP)/NP for transitive). For functional categories, CCG uses a notation in which the result of the range category always appears to the left of the slash and the argument category to the right [1, 2]. Thus, the category (S\NP)/NP of “eats” specifies that it will only result in a grammatical sentence S when it first associates with an NP to its right (indicated by the direction of the slash), obtaining an S\NP category and then another NP to its left.

The second component is combinatory rules for combining functions and arguments and also functions and functions. Functional applications (F) in (2) are core rules for basic categorial grammar (BCG) of Ajdukiewicz-Bar-Hillel tradition [12, 13]. They can combine functional categories with their argument categories as the CCG derivation of "John eats apples" as exhibited in Figure 2:

(2) Forward application (>): A/B: λx.Fx B: a → A : Fa

Backward application (<): B: a A/B: λx.Fx → A : Fa

The arrows > and < mnemonically indicate which versions of functional application is applied by pointing at the directionality of its argument combination. The underlines in the categorial derivation, coupled with semantic interpretation, indicate combination via two functional application rules, first resulting the intransitive VP "eats apples" and then the whole sentence (The agreement values and the like will be ignored for present purpose. It will not be used in the case of our target language Chinese because of its lack of morphological features).

In addition to F, CCG includes type-raising (T), composition (B), and substitution (S) into BCG (we call them CCG rules hereinafter), increasing the expressiveness to mildly context-sensitive while preserving syntax-semantic transparency in the meantime ([14] (p. 74)). The three sets of rules differ from F in that they can operate on functional categories.

(3) Forward type-raising (>T): X: x → T/(T\X): λfx

Backward type-raising (<T): X: x → T\(T/(T\X): λfx

(4) Forward composition (>B): X/Y: λ.x.fx Y/Z: λ.x.gz → X/Z: λ.x.(fx(gz))

Backward composition (<B): Y\Z: λ.x.gz X\Y: λ.x.fx → X\Z: λ.x.(gx(fz))

Forward crossed composition (>×B): X/Y: λx.fx Y/Z: λx.gz → X\Z: λx.(fx(gz))

Backward crossed composition (<×B): Y\Z: λx.gz X\Y: λx.fx → X\Z: λx.(gx(fz))

(5) Forward substitution (>S): (X/Y)/Z:λxλy.fx(Y) Y/Z: λx.gz → X/Z: λx.(fx(gz))

Forward crossed substitution (>S×): (X/Y)/(X\Y)/Z: λxλy.fx(Y) Y/Z: λx.gz → X\Z: λx.(fx(gx))

Backward substitution (<S): Y\Z: λx.gz (X\Y)/Z: λxλy.fxy → X\Z: λx.(fx(gx))

Backward crossed substitution (<S×): Y\Z: λx.gz (X\Y)/Z: λxλy.fxy → X\Z:λx.fx(gx)

CCG follows traditional categorial practice here in assuming that categories are short for categories of parts of speech ([12, 13, 15] etc.). To be specific, it assumes that there are enough parts of speech (pos for short) descriptions to categories and there is a one-one correspondence between category and pos. Thus, we can penetrate through existing studies over Chinese pos, or word classes in many works, to uncover the mysteries and challenges behind Chinese CCG derivation.
2.2. Some Insights. Before moving on to a discussion over complications of Chinese syntax, some insights on categories and compositional rules may help us to locate the discrepancies in CCG’s assumption and assumptions made in studies of Chinese syntax.

When a category participates in a syntactic derivation in lieu of the lexical item it is assigned to, the category is expected to play the syntactic function its corresponding pos is supposed to play within that syntactic construction. Let us notice immediately the systematic mappings assumed in CCG among categories/pos and syntactic functions (Figure 3). There is an onto function from the set of categories or pos to the set of syntactic functions, outlawing one-to-many mapping from pos set to the set of syntactic functions, meaning, for example, a verb cannot play any syntactic roles other than a predicate.

Another crucial assumption of CCG is that all syntactic rules in CCG are syntactization of combinators in combinatory logic [16, 17]. They are basically functions manifesting expressive semantic dependencies observable through syntactic derivations among the categories of constituents. The syntax-semantics transparency is made clear by The Principle of Combinatory Type Transparency in (6):

\[ \text{(6) All syntactic combinatory rules are type-transparent versions of one of a small number of simple semantic operation over functions.} \text{ [2].} \]

Bozsahin [18] concludes (6) as a narrow claim of CCG that natural grammars are combinatory type-dependent, a property manifested in three aspects simultaneously—being a constituent, being derivable, and being immediately interpretable. This is neat. However, it should be understood that the neatness relies on three default settings behind:

\[ \text{(7) (a) Syntactic categories reveal the syntactic dependencies (or syntactic relation) between constituents}
\]

(b) A syntactic category will play the required syntactic function as shown in Figure 3 when participating in syntactic derivations

(c) All syntactic rules are compositional in Frege’s sense, and they scaffold a part-to-whole derivation syntactically in a way exhibited in Figure 4

Among the three clauses in (7), a violation of (b) will result in form-function distinction, which may in turn affect the derivational approach in (c). Considering these three steps, Chinese syntax presents a picture more complicated than those in Figures 3 and 4. In the section to come, we will outline more intricately a categorial mechanism in light of the findings made by Chinese grammarians. We will argue that those observable from surface structure of Chinese tell a different story, and the complications of Chinese syntax can be accounted for by a form-function unification strategy called “realization” and a refined differentiation of “composition” and “realization”.

3. Complications of Chinese Syntax under CCG Lens

3.1. Category Ambiguities: A Story between Pos and Syntactic Functions. The story of category ambiguities begins with the mysteries of Chinese pos. Tse and Curran [6], as well as other works on Chinese parsing [7, 8], find pos ambiguities (especially verb/noun ambiguity), a distinctive error type rare in English parsing. It directs to the fact that a linguistic element in Chinese is usually ambiguous between different parts of speech, in which case the actual pos of the element is determined only when it enters into an actual construction. This process is referred to as “realization” by Zhu ([11] (p. 74–5)).

Take the intransitive verb phrase “去北极” (go to the Arctic) as an example. In Chinese, it can form a larger VP with another intransitive (“探险”) as in (8) or be a predicate in a complete sentence as in (9), where its verbal nature is preserved:

\[ \text{(8) 去北极 探险}
\]

\[ \text{go the Arctic explore}
\]

\[ \text{'to go to the Arctic and explore'}
\]

\[ \text{(9) 我 能 去北极}
\]

\[ \text{I can go to the Arctic}
\]

\[ \text{'I can go to the Arctic'}
\]

Yet, such a verb phrase can also be a subject, a modifier in de construction, or even stand alone as an individual answer as shown in (10)–(12). Bearing no morphological changes. It seems that the same verbal phrase is capable of taking the functions that are usually performed by nouns, adjectives, and sentences. Thus, pos does not bear a one-one correspondence with syntactic functions in Mandarin Chinese. According to Zhu, the process that a VP functions as a predicate, a nominal modifier, or a sentence is a process called “realization”, in which a word or phrase of particular part of speech realizes into an actual part of sentence (or even a stand-alone sentence):

\[ \text{(10) 去北极 探险}
\]

\[ \text{go the Arctic explore}
\]
‘To go to the Arctic is my dream’

I can go to the Arctic

‘All those who go to the Arctic are brave’

去北极 是 我 de 梦想
go to the Arctic is I de dream

‘To go to the Arctic’

In order to explain the dilemma, Zhu constructs a many-to-many mapping between pos and syntactic functions in Chinese (Figure 5), in contrast to the mapping for morphology languages such as English (Figure 4), which is one-to-one.

As the mapping indicates in Figure 5, there is no one-to-one correspondence between pos and syntactic functions in Chinese. We are stuck here, because acknowledging that an element belongs to a certain pos, for example to nouns, will result in flexibility of syntactic functions the element can play when it occurs in other positions other than subject/object, whereas endorsing a uni-functionality of a certain pos, for example believing that nouns can only function as subjects/objects, will engender a flexible pos system since verbs and adjectives should also be nouns when they appear as subjects/objects ([19, 20] etc.). This is how Chinese pos gets its fame of being flexible, as well as how form-function distinction in CCG arises.

Likewise, category ambiguity is inevitable in CCG when, for any element, its category assigned in the lexicon differs from the syntactic function it is expected to play in an actual derivation. In the case of (10) for instance, “去北极” of an S\NP category is expected to be an NP as it is in the position of subject, giving rise to a categorial version of noun/verb ambiguity:

(13) [去北极: S\NP]*_{NP}[是我的梦想]_{S\NP}

In order to maintain the strength of traditional pos system in conducting syntactic analysis, Zhu proposes the idea of “realization” to save pos-based syntactic architecture.

3.2. Two Kinds of Derivation

3.2.1. Composition versus Realization. Zhu distinguishes in [11] two different operations, namely, composition and realization, that are utilized to derive Chinese sentences. According to Zhu, a derivation of any Chinese sentence is composed of two phases (Figure 6), where words compose to get phrases and phrases realize as sentences, in contrast to a derivation in CCG that is compositional throughout both phases. According to Zhu, realization differs from composition in that it does not render a larger whole, but only bridges an abstract syntactic structure with an actual output when it is used in a real utterance.

3.2.2. A Refined Model for Zhu’s Compositionality. Zhu’s design is insightful but rough, constrained by lack of pragmatic studies during 1970s. It had been the mainstream idea that the surface structure of a language is propositional, with subject-predicate distinction being the basic binary structure. However, Chinese shows otherwise. It is often very tough to anchor the subject in Chinese because the preverbal constituents are not always the agent of the predicate verb, for example, “台上” in (14) and “一顿饭” in (15), and sometimes they do not bear certain semantic relations with the predicates, like “不下雨” in (16):

(14)  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>go to the Arctic</th>
<th>de</th>
<th>people</th>
<th>very brave</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘on the stage, there sits the presidium’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(15)  
Q: Where will you go?  
A: 去北极.  
‘A pot of rice can feed ten people’

(16)  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>stage-on</th>
<th>sit-prog</th>
<th>presidium</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘It has not rained for three months’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With decades of heated discussion over subject-predicate distinction in Chinese, a consensus is reached—the surface structure of Chinese demonstrates an information structure (IS) based on topic-comment distinction, which, however, does not cling to the sentence’s predicate-argument (PA) structure as languages with morphology do [21–25]. Thus, it is utterances, instead of sentences or clauses, that we see at surface structure. An utterance is more tolerant than a sentence in the structure it allows. PA structured sentences can be realized as topic-comment (TC) structured utterances, and in this case, an utterance is PA structured. When a phrase (or even a word if it has concrete meaning) is realized as a part of an utterance (a topic/comment) instead of forming the PA structure in the first place, the resulted TC structure may not comply with the PA structure (cf. (17)). Also, a phrase (or a content word), as pointed out by Zhu, can stand alone as an utterance by itself (cf. (13)). Hence, an utterance can but not necessarily be a function of its PA structure. Accordingly, we refine Chinese compositionality into Figure 7.
Compared with Figure 6, Figure 7 carefully peels utterances off from sentences/clauses and fills in the derivation details in between. In Chinese, it is the rightmost utterance that we see and hear, rather than the left-top sentences or clauses which rely on the PA structure. The processes in the left-hand box display how an utterance is derived in Chinese setting.

All arrows herein are transitive, so Figure 7 exhibits a mechanism with different paths to utterance derivation. We can get a multipath schema here because Chinese, being a language without case-marking or other forms of morphology, loosens the semantic restriction that predicate verbs impose on their arguments. Hence, instead of moving up to compose into a sentence, words or phrases can turn right directly and be realized as parts of utterances and then compose for a larger whole as long as the two constituents bearing an “aboutness” relation. This proffers a better explanation to the disparity of PA structure and IS structure in Chinese.

Besides, we put subscripts C, 1, and 2 on composition and realization to differentiate them from composition and realization in general. According to our discussion in Section 3.1, composition\textsubscript{C} makes no commitment to the function, the linguistic element plays. The two functions, syntactic and pragmatic ones, are taken care of by realization\textsubscript{1} and realization\textsubscript{2}, respectively. To put it in another way, for any linguistic item, a grammar of such kind indeed splits the role of its pos and the function it plays in actual utterances, either syntactic or pragmatic. Thus, realization provides a theoretical foundation to such form-function unification that takes effect in the form of unary rules.

Coming to the last part of this section, we will pay a visit to the data from Chinese CCGbank (CASS). The statistics will support the two conclusions we get through our discussion in Sections 3.1 and 3.2: (1) categories in Chinese ambiguity among three roles, namely, categories of pos, of syntactic function, and of pragmatic function; (2) realization is not an accidental phenomenon in Chinese CCG derivation, but an essential way to bridge the gaps of its category ambiguities.

3.3. Chinese CCGbank (CASS) Data. Chinese CCGbank (CASS) is converted automatically from Penn Chinese Treebank (PCTB) 6.0 by following the algorithms in [26]. The derived corpus contains CCG derivations of 25,946 sentences and a lexicon of 46,085 words coupled with their syntactic categories. It inherits 7 primitive categories (Table 1) from PCTB.

Altogether, 2,483 CCG rules are applied by 577,668 times (this number is smaller than the frequency shown on the website (722,492 times) because the number there includes punctuation-absorbing rules and coordination rules, both of which are eliminated for present purposes in that the former is a technical operation bearing little relation with syntactic concatenation, and the latter can be reduced to application in two steps) (Table 2) for successful parsing. Among the totality of all rules being used, functional application takes the lead at nearly 92%, and the rest 8% is divided almost equally among CCG rules (B, T, and S altogether) and non-CCG rules (NCR). The fact that NCR outnumbers CCG rules, though slightly, indicates NCR’s significance to Chinese CCG derivation.

NCR can be subcategorized further into four kinds (Table 3). The rule of highest frequency under each subtype is instantiated in Table 4, and their use during derivation is shown in Figures 8–11. We are particularly interested in unary ones that take 90% of the total NCR usage not only because of their prominent status in Chinese CCG derivation but also their correspondence to Zhu’s realization (though unary rules can also be found in the construction of CCGbank in connection with English and other languages (especially for topicalization), the range they cover in Chinese (4 subtypes) is broader, and the proportion higher (M. Steedman, personal communication, April 21, 2019)).

As noted in [6, 9, 27], unary rules in CCGbank transit the connotation of categories from category of pos on the left end of the operation to category of function on the right end. For example, in Figure 8, the S/NP category of the topic-drop constituent is redirected into a stand-alone sentence (S); in Figure 10, the NP category of the topicalized constituent into a sentential premodifier (S/S) (similar to in Figure 1), and in Figure 11, the S/NP category of the verb phrase into a noun modifier (NP/NP) to legitimate the larger NP to be used in another clause as an object. However, a nuanced difference present on the output side is yet to be differentiated, with some output categories representing...
3.4. Some Thought. To summarize, Chinese syntax assumes differently on both components of CCG: one, categories in Chinese equal not to categories of pos, they could also be categories of syntactic or pragmatic functions; two, derivations in Chinese not only feature composition but also realization. The picture is further complicated by the multipath derivation of utterances that Chinese’s surface structure demonstrates because the information structure expressed by utterances is manipulated by word order, which thus plays a dual role in determining category composition as well. It should be aware that the flat surface structure we see for Chinese is one that sandwiches both derivations by composition and realization in the left box in Figure 7.

Based on the discussion in this section, we put forward two proposals for our design of Chinese CCG parser:

1. Give up category division based on pos and activate a simple function-based category system put up in [28, 29] in order to solve the form-function distinction distinctive in Chinese CCG derivation (Section 4.2 for detail);
2. Anchor the constructions that causes wrong taggings on verbs because both challenges of noun/verb ambiguity and argument-drop for Chinese parsing (as well as Chinese CCG parsing) are essentially verbal. Both challenges may resort to realization 1 that takes over from phrasal derivation, thus is construction-restricted, whereas argument-drop may also occur at realization 2 when dropping the subject of a predicate which is also the topic of the discourse. For the latter case, we include Tse [30]’s number 1 strategy for argument-drop—adding S/NP category to the lexicon, as is shown by clause (4d) in Table 5. The remaining question now is which constructions cause verb tagging ambiguities in Chinese. Hence, it is our task in Section 4 to probe into the constructions that causes verb tagging ambiguities first thing of all.
4. Some Assumptions concerning Chinese

CCG Parsing

4.1. Constructions in Association with Incorrect Verb Tagging

We choose 500 sentences randomly from PCTB 6.0 and parse them with C&C parser [6]. Taking whether all verbs in a sentence are tagged correctly as the basic standard, we eventually single out 89 sentences with 108 incorrect local parsing errors in relation to verbs. Table 6 presents the constructions related to these verb parsing errors. We instantiate a case under each construction in Figures 12–16. In each figure, the derivation tree on the left is incorrect C&C parsing structure, resulting in an intransitive VP eventually. Though the other two figures (Figures 13 and 14) luckily obtain sentence category S in the end, both misidentify the predicate verbs as well.

When investigating into these parsing trees, it should be noticed that all tagging errors arise due to misrecognition over certain constructions, whose composition and realization usually accomplish prior to the decision of predicate verb. The most distinctive ones are the top three kinds (PP, de construction, and coordination) in Table 6 because each of them contains syntactic markers to help identify those constructions syntactically. Inspired by observation above, we propose a “maximum projection dynamic pos tagging” mechanism (MP tagger) to tag the three kinds of maximal projected constructions first before anchoring the predicate in similar spirit with the Stanojević and Steedman’s incremental parsing algorithm [31, 32]. Before moving on to the working hypothesis of MP tagger, we need to be prepared with another category system tailored to the needs of Chinese.

4.2. Simple Categories. Traditional pos distinction encounter great challenges when it is used to analyze Chinese because of the ubiquitous form-function distinctions. Thus, Chinese grammarians propose a substantive-predicates-auxiliaries distinction based on the functions the words can play in distinct categories. We elaborate in Table 7 the three function classes with the word classes that Chao and Zhu list under each one of them (note that the word classes here bear some differences from traditional pos because they are the commonly used ones in Chinese studies), as well as corresponding CCG categories in terms of the primitive categories in Table 1.

We put forward a simple category system for CCG concatenation in line with the three-way distinction accordingly (Table 8). Besides three basic categories SC (substantive component), VC (predicative component), and AC (auxiliary component) that corresponds to substantive, predicate and auxiliary, respectively, the system includes an additional U category for deductive purpose, standing for final utterance. VC and AC can be deductively defined by SC and U as in (17).

(17) (a) VC ∈ {SC, VC1, VC2, VC3, VC1/VC1, VC2/VC2, VC3/VC3, (VC1/VC1)/SC, (VC2/...}
Table 6: Constructions containing verb parsing errors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constructions</th>
<th>PP</th>
<th>de construction</th>
<th>Coordination</th>
<th>NP-internal</th>
<th>Subject clause</th>
<th>Others</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total</td>
<td>28.7%</td>
<td>26.9%</td>
<td>20.4%</td>
<td>16.7%</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 12: PP structure.

Figure 13: de construction.

Figure 14: Coordination.

Figure 15: NP internal.
It can be seen from Table 8 and (17) that we modify the connotation of VC slightly relative to predicates in two ways. First, adjectives are excluded from VC to be AC because adjectives are mainly nominal modifiers that makes no contribution to PA structure according to our calculation upon the 500-sentence test set (among the 500 sentences, 207 contains adjectives, among which 189 are modifiers and 18 are predicates). The few cases where adjectives are predicates can be taken care of by rule 13 (AC converted into VC) at parsing process 4a as shown in Table 5. Second, a U/SC category (number 1 approach in [30]) is included in VC to deal with subject position topic-drop. From the...
perspective of parsing, we conduct sentence segmentation with Jieba segmentation tool developed specifically for Chinese by Chinese Academy of Sciences (Available at https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba). The 24 word classes adopted by Jieba are listed in the fourth column of Table 8, matching approximately to those in the second column. An MPTagger then labels the tokens with one of the simple categories each of their Jieba word class belongs to and thus is capable of parsing Chinese sentences without deep learning. It is our originality to consider function and structural requirements when parsing.

4.3. MP Tagger. MP tagger tags the verbs within an utterance by the procedures as follows:

(a) Mark all verbs as VC in the first round of pos tagging
(b) Recognize the syntactic markers of MP constructions (PP, de construction, coordination, NP internal, and subject clause as in Table 6) and convert VCs within MP structures into NC or AC
(c) Determine the unique VC
(d) Finalize the main predicate according to the Predicate Rule (19) when the parser cannot recognize the MP structure

(19) The Predicate Rule: the predicate of a sentence is the leftmost verb in the sentence.

In MP structures with syntactic markers (PP, de construction, and coordination), the pos tagging of their internal components in both PP and de construction can be determined instantly after locating the markers. It is either the case that the category of the construction is fixed (de constructure is an SC), or the category of its internal constituent is fixed (the argument in PP is always an SC). Since coordination can coordinate SCs, VCs, ACs, and even Us, we also need to rely on the pos tagging distribution around coordination to determine the pos of the coordination.

As for NP internal and subject clause that possess no fixed syntactic markers, it is not easy to identify the structure with nonstatistical methods. We propose the “leftmost verb” strategy (19) to assist the processing over NP internal based on our investigation over the top 100 sentences in PCTB 6.0 where we find that the main verbs in 73% of the sentences are the leftmost ones. For now, the subject clauses remain unparsable under our mechanism.

Synthesizing our reflections over MP constructions, simple categories, and MP tagger, we then design a NVN parser tailored for Chinese CCG parsing without deep learning model.

5. NVN Parser Based on MP Tagging

5.1. NVN Parser. NVN parser offers a rule-based parsing model over Chinese. The core parsing ideas are based on our MP tagger and further materialized by simple categories and 16 phrase-structural kind of computational rules (Table 9). Compared with earlier CCG parsers, mainly C&C in [6], NVN Parser can resolve more reasonably the parsing errors of noun/verb ambiguity and argument-drop. The parsing procedure consists of 4 steps in general (Figure 17):

Step 1: segment sentences into tokens with jieba segmentation tool and then label the tokens with simple

### Table 9: Computational rules guided by simple categories (coordination rules in the form of A Conj A → A are also used, where A can stand for SC, AC, or VC).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>AC</th>
<th>VC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) AC AC → AC</td>
<td>(5) VC AC VC → VC</td>
<td>(9) AC SC → AC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) SC SC → SC</td>
<td>(6) AC SC → SC</td>
<td>(10) VC SC → SC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) VC NULL → SC</td>
<td>(7) AC VC → VC</td>
<td>(11) SC VC → SC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) AC NULL → SC</td>
<td>(8) VC AC → VC</td>
<td>(12) SC VC SC → SC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Footnote:** Null here is only a placeholder and the rules with NULL here are indeed unary rules.

![Figure 17: NVN parsing process in general.](image-url)
categories SC, VC, or AC according to Jieba-simple category correspondence in Table 8

Step 2: achieve larger SCs and ACs

Step 3: deal with the possible MP constructions with syntactic markers

Step 4: parse the structures without syntactic markers from left to right until only one VC is left

5.2. NVN Parsing Processes. The parsing details are shown in Table 5 together with the rules (Table 9) used in each step or substep.

Step 1: tokenization and simple category assignment.
We start with segmenting sentences into tokens with Jieba segmentation tool and then label the tokens with simple categories SC, VC, or AC according to the pos they get from Jieba according to Table 8.

Step 2: achieving larger SC and AC. Our parser absorbs neighboring ACs and neighboring SCs according to rules 1 and 2. AC absorption rule 1 in Table 5 allows AC components not in three typical MP constructions to absorb its adjacent AC, forming a larger AC component. For example, token “very” absorbs token “good” when the two cooccur to form a larger AC token “very good”. Likewise, SC absorption rule 2 can achieve larger noun phrases, some of which are long proper nouns not recognizable by word segmentation.

Step 3: dealing with MP constructions. There are three MP constructions to be treated during this step—de construction, coordination, and PP, whose syntactic markers are “的”(‘de’), “和”(‘and’), “或”(‘or’), “在”(‘at’), “比”(‘compare with’), “宁可”(‘would rather’) etc. The parser first detects abovementioned syntactic markers. If no syntactic markers are detected, the parser will skip Step 3 directly.

If a syntactic marker is detected, the parsing should determine the scope of MP constructions and parse according to Table 10.

We apply 6 bit array “choose” to record the pos distribution near the coordination, use 3 bit array “left,” “right” for de construction, and 3 bit array “right” to record the right pos distribution of a PP. In these arrays, we mark null element with −1, AC with 0, SC with 1, VC with 2, de with 3, syntactic marker of coordination with 4. EOV is short for “existence of other verbs outside the array.” It will be adopted when disambiguation listed above fails:

Step 4: left-to-right parsing. At this step, the parser processes all structures without syntactic markers: decide whether an adjective is the predicate as in 4a; if the adjective is the predicate, parse NP internal that contains VC as in 4b and absorb other ACs as in 4c and generate U by rule 14–16; otherwise, parse NP-internals and object clause, absorb all ACs, and generate U.

5.3. Evaluation. We adopt a ready testing model for CCG parsers—dependency tuple—proposed by Clark et al. [33].

| Table 10: Partial projection requirements for MP constructions. |
| MP constructions |
| (1) de construction |
| VC ⟷ Right[2,1,0] SC |
| AC VC ⟷ Right[2,1,0] SC AC SC |
| VC ⟷ Left[2,1,0] SC |
| VC SC ⟷ Left[2,1,0] SC SC |
| (2) Coordination |
| VC SC 和 VC SC VC ⟷ Choose[−1,2,0,4,2,0,2] SC SC 和 SC SC VC |
| AC VC 和 VC SC ⟷ Choose[−1,2,4,2,0,−1] AC VC SC |
| VC AC VC 和 AC VC ⟷ Choose[0,1,2,4,2,2,2] VC AC SC 和 AC SC |
| AC VC SC 和 SC AC AC ⟷ Choose[1,2,0,0,1,3] SC SC 和 SC SC AC AC |
| (3) PP |
| 对 VC AC VC ⟷ Right[2,1,2] 对 SC AC VC |
| 对 AC SC AC ⟷ Right[1,0,1] 对 SC AC VC |
| 对 AC VC VC ⟷ Right[1,2,2] 对 AC SC VC |

| Table 11: Evaluation for NVN parser and C&C. |
| NVN parser | C&C [6] |
| (A) The general indicators |
| Coverage | 99.40 | 95.01 |
| UF | 89.20 | 79.27 |
| LF | 85.93 | 74.65 |
| (B) Challenges of Chinese parsing in [6] |
| Prodrop (LF) | 86.2 | 76.8 |
| Noun/verb ambiguity (recall) | 88.4 | 79.3 |
| (C) The LF of MP constructions in parsing |
| Subject clause | 53.1 | 81.1 |
| NP internal | 85.6 | 69.2 |
| Coordination | 83.2 | 73.0 |
| de construction | 88.4 | 82.4 |
| PP structure | 74.1 | 79.6 |

Later standard in [4] is similar. We test existing C&C parser and our NVN parser on 500 sentences randomly chosen from PCTB 6.0, calculating the two parser’s F-score over unlabeled dependencies (UF), F-score over labelled dependencies (LF), coverage and the LF of five MP constructions by manually comparing the candidate results with gold standard, as shown in Table 11.

Our evaluation deviates from [33] in that it takes chunks, instead of words, as the minimum units because the two parsers cannot be compared by words for two reasons. One, NVN parser bears no dependency relation in the sense of traditional CCG parsing due to the adoption of simple categories. Two, NVN parser with a smaller tagging set achieves correct tagging more easily than C&C parser if both are under correct dependency. These problems can be avoided by calculating UF/LF by chunks because it only cares about the labeling of the chunk as a whole without peeking into its internal structure. We choose the predicate as the first lexical chunk, the subject component on its left as
the second, the object component on its right the third, other ingredients being accessories attaching to them. UF, LF, and other indicators are calculated by the dependence tuple in relation to the three chunks. It can be seen that NVN parser surmounts at both indicators A and B, proving “maximum projection dynamic pos tagging” to some extent. Yet, indicators in C find the deficiency of NVN parser over subject clause, which only appears in 15 sentences. It was serious but did not cause a devastating blow to the overall LF.

6. Conclusion and Limitation

Chinese parsing has always been perplexing because of its flexible pos and lack of strict inflections. Analyzing how Chinese syntax assumes differently on categories and combinatory rules from that by CCG, a clearer picture is unfolded in front of us to help explain why and how pos ambiguities challenge Chinese parsing with CCG and also Chinese parsing in general. We propose a simple category system that is based on syntactic functions proposed earlier by Chao, Zhu, and Lv and design an NVN parser with simple categories and an MP tagger. Admittedly, despite of its high LF and UF score compared with C&C parser, NVN parser still has some shortcomings to overcome: first, simple category label might be oversimplified to dwell in the clear pos orientation of traditional CCG category; second, reasonable non-deep learning mechanisms are needed for parsing prepositional MP, NP internal, subject clauses, as well as asymmetric coordination; third, large-scale data set measurement is not yet carried out. The present work is an initial attempt to ponder over the Chinese parsing from theoretical perspective. It is our hope that it could shed light on more works on Chinese and CCG parsing.
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